
Basic Benefits (Hero) Glow Benefits
Move Speed

+1 to-hit or +1 damage Heal 5 to self or any ally

Remove 1 Effect from self or adjacent ally Move 8 to self or any ally

+2 Grit (Short) +4 Reflect to self or any ally

Heal D6 to self or adjacent ally

Options: Leaving Combat
Apply Unsteady 1 to self, then continue to move

Check 4+ to continue moving, otherwise stop and don't move in any way for the rest of this Turn

Options: Unconscious Turn

Do 2 base damage to any enemy

Move 3, does not count as Leaving Combat

Effects Patterns
 Slide Force move target in any direction

 Ranged
 Pull Force move target directly towards user

 Push Force move target directly away from user
 Reach

 Unsteady

 Line

 Fragile

 Sweep

 Weak

 Radius
 Ongoing

 Stun Can move but can't attack  Cleave Base damage an enemy adjacent to the attacker.

 Immobile Can attack but can't move
 Bounce

Note forced movement does not count as Leaving Combat

Glowquest Reference SheetGlowquest Reference Sheet

 1  ↝ Move

 2  ↝ Boost  1  ↝ Restore

 2  ↝ Purge  1  ↝ Fly

 2  ↝ Guard  1  ↝ Spines

 3  ↝ Assist

1. Flee

2. Dodge

 1. Try to Recover Check 6+ to heal to maximum Hitpoints
 2. Throw Rock

 3. Crawl Away

Attack primary target any number of squares 
away, with line of sight, and can attack through 
other entities.

Attack primary target 1 square away in any 
direction, and can attack through other entities.Easier to hit the target, for example 

Unsteady 2 gives a +2 bonus to-hit from 
attacks Base damage any entities in the 2 squares 

directly behind the primary target.Easier to damage the target, for example 
Fragile 2 gives a +2 bonus damage from 
attacks Base damage the entities beside the primary 

target in the left and right squares.Do less damage, for example Weak 2 would 
mean the target does -2 base damage

Base damage all entities within X number of 
squares of the primary target. For example 
Radius 2 would be everyone within 2 squares.

Damage over time, ignores all Reflect, 
Shield, and Armor, however not affected by 
damage boosts (like Fragile)

Base damage another enemy within X squares. 
For example Bounce 4 would be someone 
within 4 squares.
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